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Final pole position for Audi in Bahrain
•
•
•

Audi in grid position one for the sixth time in nine races
New lap record in qualifying by Lucas di Grassi
Audi R18 in rows one and two on the grid

Ingolstadt/Bahrain, November 18, 2016 – Shining at the end: Lucas di Grassi (BR) and Oliver
Jarvis (GB) achieved two personal bests and secured the best possible starting base for Audi
at the last sports car event in the company’s history.
Audi came out of an emotional roller coaster stronger in Bahrain on Friday. The number 8 Audi
R18 secured the top spot on the grid in the FIA World Endurance Championship (WEC) finale, in
spite of an engine change required for safety reasons directly before qualifying. Now having
achieved six best times in nine qualifying sessions, the premium brand clearly dominated these
statistics in the 2016 season.
Lucas di Grassi, having set a lap time of 1m 38.828s, celebrated a new record – being clocked
0.842 seconds faster than Timo Bernhard last year and 0.511 faster than his quickest rival this
weekend – who, again, was Timo Bernhard. “I’m absolutely happy. This track record in qualifying
is amazing,” said di Grassi. “My teammate Oliver Jarvis delivered the basis for our result by the
good time he set.” For the Briton, this means a premiere. For the first time in his sports car
career, Jarvis clinched a pole position with Audi. “The Audi R18 was fantastic to drive. I was able
to give my all – on just a single set of tires,” said Jarvis. Head of Audi Motorsport Dr. Wolfgang
Ullrich was happy about the performance of his squad: “Our team did a superb job, perfectly
managed the engine change and prepared a car for our drivers in which they were more than two
tenths faster than our best rival. Thank you for this team performance.”
While the fastest Audi achieved an advantage of 0.264 seconds on the averaged two best laps,
the sister car, number 7, set the fourth-best time. André Lotterer (D) and Marcel Fässler (CH)
were short 0.491 seconds of their teammates’ result. “I’m not completely happy today,” said
the German. “On both outings, I made a braking mistake on entering turn one. But I’m
confident for Saturday because we have a good car over the distance.” Marcel Fässler, who
together with Lotterer had clinched three pole positions this year, was unhappy with his
performance as well: “My car felt good, but I simply didn’t manage a perfect lap.”
For Audi, this marked the 81st pole position in total since the beginning of the LMP program in
1999, and the 16th best time in qualifying on 41 FIA WEC weekends since 2012.
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“Congratulations to the squad on this tremendous final performance,” said Stefan Dreyer, Head
of LMP at Audi Sport. “We’ve laid a solid foundation for showing everything once again in our
final LMP race. ‘Thanks a lot’ to the squad of number 8 for the top performance in changing the
engine during the time between free practice and qualifying. We’re confident after the practice
and qualifying sessions. We have an endurance race before us in which we intend to say goodbye
to the WEC with maximum success.”
The 6 Hours of Bahrain will start on Saturday at 16:00 local time (14:00 CET). Eurosport is going
to offer free video live streaming of the entire race on its German website and will show the final
stage (17:00–20:00 CET) live on Eurosport 1. Audi is keeping its fans up to speed on Facebook
(AudiSport) and Twitter (@audisport).
Qualifying results
1 Di Grassi/Duval/Jarvis (Audi R18) 1m 39.207s
2 Bernhard/Hartley/Webber (Porsche) 1m 39.471s
3 Dumas/Jani/Lieb (Porsche) 1m 39.669s
4 Fässler/Lotterer/Tréluyer (Audi R18) 1m 39.698s
5 Conway/Kobayashi/Sarrazin (Toyota) 1m 40.222s
6 Buemi/Davidson/Nakajima (Toyota) 1m 40.776s
7 Imperatori/Kraihamer/Tuscher (Rebellion) 1m 45.091s
8 Brundle/Rast/Rusinov (Oreca-Nissan) 1m 49.672s
9 Lapierre/Menezes/Richelmi (Alpine-Nissan) 1m 49.690s
10 Bradley/Lynn/Rao (Oreca-Nissan) 1m 50.034s
– End –

The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets
worldwide and produces at 16 locations in twelve countries. 100-percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include
quattro GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati
Motor Holding S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy).
In 2015, the Audi Group delivered to customers approximately 1.8 million automobiles of the Audi brand,
3,245 sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and about 54,800 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the
2015 financial year, AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €58.4 billion and an operating profit of
€4.8 billion. At present, approximately 85,000 people work for the company all over the world,
about 60,000 of them in Germany. Audi focuses on new products and sustainable technologies for the
future of mobility.
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